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D
eloitte is the largest “professional services network” in the world. Headquartered in

London, it is also one of the big four global accounting companies, o�ering audit,

consulting, risk advisory, tax and legal services to corporate clients.

With a third of a million professionals operating on those fronts worldwide, and as the third-

largest privately owned company in the US, Deloitte is a behemoth with numerous and far-

reaching tentacles.

In short: it is an entity we should all know about, not least because such enterprises no

longer limit themselves to their proper bailiwick (pro�t-centred business strategising, say),

but – consciously or not – have assumed the role as councillors to believers in unchecked

globalisation whose policies have sparked considerable unrest around the world.

If you’re seeking the cause of the Dutch agriculture and �sheries protests, the Canadian

trucker convoy, the yellow-jackets in France, the farmer rebellion in India a few years ago,

the recent catastrophic collapse of Sri Lanka, or the energy crisis in Europe and Australia,

you can instruct yourself by the recent pronouncements from Deloitte.
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Whilst not directly responsible, they o�er an insight into the elite groupthink that has

triggered these events; into the cabal of utopians operating in the media, corporate and

government fronts, wielding a nightmarish vision of environmental apocalypse.

Outlandish claims

In May this year, Deloitte released a clarion call to precipitous action trumpeting the climate

emergency confronting us. Called ‘The Turning Point: A Global Summary’, it is a stellar

example of a mentality more common among o�cials in the EU: one of fundamental

bureaucratic overreach (and one which generated Brexit – a very good decision on the part of

the Brits, in my view) that threatens the very survival of that selfsame EU. 

The report opens with two claims: �rst, that the storms, wild�res, droughts, downpours, and

�oods around the globe in the last 18 months are unique and unprecedented – a dubious

claim – and implicitly that the “science” is now at a point where we can say without doubt

that experts can and must model the entire ecology and economy of the planet (!) and that we

must modify everyone’s behaviour, by hook or by crook, to avoid what would otherwise be

the most expensive environmental and social catastrophe in history.

The Deloitte “models” posit that “climate impacts” could a�ect global economic output, and

say that unchecked climate change will cost us $178 trillion over the next 50 years – that’s

$25,000 per person, to put it in human terms.

Who dares deny such facts, stated so mathematically? So precisely? So scienti�cally?

Let’s update Mark Twain’s famous dictum: there are lies, damned lies, statistics – and

computer models.

“Computer model” does not mean “data” (and even “data” does not mean “fact”). “Computer

model” means, at best, “hypothesis” posing as mathematical fact.

No real scientist says “follow the science.” Yet this is exactly what bodies such as the EU

consistently pronounce, pushing for collectivist solutions that do more harm than good.

Solutions in sovereignty 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/brexit/
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What might we rely on, instead, to guide us forward, in these times of accelerating trouble

and possibility?

Valid authority rests in the people. Truly valid structures of authority are local, not

centralised for reasons of e�ciency and “emergency”. This must not become the generation

of yet another top-down Tower of Babel. That will not solve our problems, just as similar

attempts have failed to solve our problems in the past.

Ask yourself: are these Deloitte models – which are supposed to guide all the important

decisions we make about the economic security and opportunity of families and the

structures of our civil societies – accurate enough even to give those who employ them any

edge whatsoever, say, in predicting the performance of a stock portfolio (one based on green

energy, for example) over the upcoming years?

The answer is no. How do we know? Because if such accurate models existed and were

implemented by a company with Deloitte’s resources and reach, Deloitte would soon have all

the money.

That is never going to happen. The global economy, let alone the environment, is simply too

complex to model. It is for this reason, fundamentally, that we have and require a free-

market system: the free market is the best model of the environment we can generate.

Let me repeat that, with a codicil: not only is the free market the best model of the

environment we can generate, it is and will remain the best model that can, in principle, ever

be generated (with its widely distributed computations, constituting the totality of the

choices of 7 billion people). It simply cannot be improved upon – certainly not by

presumptuous power-mad utopians, who think that hiring someone mysteriously

manipulating a few carefully chosen numbers and then reading the summarised output

means genuine contact with the reality of the future and the generation of knowledge

unassailable on both the ethical and the practical front.

The impact of delusional thinking

Why is this a problem? Why should you care? Well, the saviours at Deloitte admit that there

will be a short-term cost to implementing their cure (net-zero emissions by 2050, an utterly

preposterous and inexcusable goal, both practically and conceptually). This, by the way, is a

goal identical to that adopted last week by the delusional leaders of Australia, which

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/net-zero/

